THERAPEUTIC HIFU APPLIED IN MEDICAL AESTHETIC

Innovative Medical Aesthetic SMES, who already operates in the field of precise electronic injection, launches Dual Aesthetic therapeutic ultrasound for surgery clinics to propose novel combined focalised therapeutic ultrasounds for patients in lipotherapy or body contouring.

ULTRACONTOUR© is unique and patented at INPI (French Industrial property office), it is first device in the world to offers double ultrasound options to physician:

· Manual programme with a focalised hand piece transducer HIFU
· Automatic programme with sequential chains of transducers UMD

ULTRACONTOUR© is totally non invasive treatment combined HIFU transducers and patented multisequential ultrasounds waves© to treat directly the fat cells and drain the fluids and the waste immediately after in the lymphatic system.

WHY USING A FOCALISED - THERAPEUTICALLY COMBINATION
One treatment phase to mechanically and thermally stimulate fat cells elimination at focal area, a real fat exfoliation.
A second phase to stimulate elimination by draining ultrasound massage UMD© and drug activity mediation of active ingredient gel.

HOW ULTRACONTOUR OPERATES?
ULTRACONTOUR HAS SELECTED THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN THERAPEUTIC HIFU TRANSDUCERS FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS IN BODY SHAPING

HIFU have proven and experienced application in therapeutic protocols of traditional medical application by eminent physicians all over the world

Ultracontour generates high power acoustic waves that are precisely localised and precisely controlled in amplitude,

Guarantees an improved degree of reliability and safety taking into account the use of a larger amount of electrical and acoustical energy.

IS IT SAFE TO USE ULTRACONTOUR?
Totally in line with previous devices implementation, the Firm Medix systeme operates and developed Ultracontour under ISO 9001 -13845 certification - Annex 5 of Directive relative to Medical Device Ultrasounds first studies have been published in 1943, in the Journal of General Physiology, first refined system for the use of ultrasounds in medical arts were developed in 1950 in USA.
Mainly, development and research concerned diagnostic and therapeutic applications, for the therapeutic ultrasound we refer to the use of both termal effects - induced hypethermia-and mechanical effects - induced cavitation

Ultracontour has been tested by eminent specialist in Fat lipolysis, ultrasonic liposuction and lipodissolve. Scientific medical are currently published in Greece, Athens, by Doctor Kostas Kritzalas.
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